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ABSTRACT - A new (Gaussian) type of sum rules 'GSR) for several

optical functions,arc presented. The functions considered

are: d i e l e c t r i c permeability, refractive index, energy

loss function, rotatory power and e l l i p t i c i t y (circular

dichroisra). while reducing to the usual type of sum rules

in a certain limit, the GSF. contain in general, a Gaussian factor that

serves to improve convergence. GSR might be^useful in

analysing experimental data. ( OLÍA^^I 9̂ 1

DEC/1981



I - INTRODUCTION

Dispersion relations of the Kramers-Kronig type have

been very useful in Optics as well as in other fields1. These

dispersion relations are associated with Hilbert transforms between

the real and imaginary parts of analytic function. In many cases

the dispersion integrals are superconvergent allowing for the

derivation of sum rules. In this way, several sum rules associated

with Hilbert transforms have been obtained up to date ~ . These

sum rules (of the Hilbert type), which have also proven to be very

useful in general terms, are in some cases of rather slow conver-

gence .

The present paper is devoted to the derivation of a

diffe * it type of sum rules, Gaussian sum rules (GSR), in which the

conv J. ,« ice is improved by the appearance of a Gaussian factor in

the l--.e>:gral. Whenever the form of the dispersion law for a optical

fur;t_.m is approximately known and in the complex frequency plane

cor> ins poles only, GSR can be explicitly derived. The general

pr<-," ulure for the obten:ion of GSR is described in section II. Then,

in 9iction III we apply that procedure for the particular case of

the dielectric permeability function of an insulating medium.

The analyticity properties of the complex refractive

index N are too complicated to allow a derivation of GSR. So,

based on already known sum rules for N, we present in section IV

our {plausible) conjectures on the possible forms of GSR for the

index of refraction and the extinction coefficient.

The modifications that are required for the treatment

of the dielectric permeability of a conductor are studied in

section V where GSR for such materials are also derived. Then, we

devote section VI to the dielectric response or energy loss function.
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After a brief description of the phenomenon of natural

optical activity , we derive in section VII, GSR for the rotatory

power and the ellipticity function which is related to circular

dichroism. Here, we base our treatment of the rotatory power on a

formula obtained recently that has the virtue of exibiting a correct

limiting behavior at both ends of the frequency spectrum. At last,

in section VIII, we indulge in a few concluding remarks.

II - GAUSSIAN SUM ROLES

A new (Gaussian) type of SUB rules for optical functions

will be presented in this paper. Let F(u > generically denote one

of these functions depending on the complex frequency u_

Examples of P(» ) are fe(u )-l], where E(U> ) is the dielectricc u c J c

permeability function of an insulator, [e~ (« )-l]> or

where • (» ) is the complex rotatory power. In all these cases

F(u>c) fulfils the following conditions:

i) P(u ) is analytic everywhere in the upper ».• plane-*
c c

including the real axis.

11) On the real frequency axis, E<u)*O for w-»- . By

he Phragmén-Lindelof theorem, this asymptotic behavior also holds

uniformly in the upper plane as |u i+» .

iii) F(u ) is real analytic, meaning that the crossing

relation

) • F(-o,*) , (1.1)
c c

is satisfied.

In order to obtain our sum rule we will need represen-
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tations of the function F for imaginary frequencies. One such

representation is derived by Landau and Lifshitz from the integral

taken along the contour c consisting of the real axis and an infi-

nite semicircle in the upper plane. It is easy to see that for a

function satisfying the three conditions listed above, the integral

(2.2) leads to

F(iv) - Re F(iv) - i f SfrK") d., (2.3)
'' O ii)2+V2

for v>0. I«P(iv)»0 because of Bq. (2.1).

On the other hand, the integral

(2.4)

along the sane contour c, yields

r(lv) 2 f" ReF(w) -
• — div * J w

2+v 2 , (Z
w
2+v 2

still strictly for v>0.

In the following sections we will work with explicit

forms for each optical function to be considered. These functions

have only simple poles as singularities (no cuts) and can be

analytically continued to the lower half plane in a straitforward

way. In such a case Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) can be extended to

reprt ent the even and odd parts of F(iv) according to

a , , ! , [F(iV) + F<-ÍV)1 (2.6)
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and

U/4V)[F(ÍNJ)-F(-ÍV)J # (2.7)

We can now derive Gaussian sum rules as follows. First,

we take the derivative of order (m-1) with respect to v2 in Bq. (2.6),

then we multiply by [(-l)m"1 v2"/(m-l)l] and finally we take the

limit a — , v 2 — with (v2/m)«Q2 fixed. The result is

i 11m—1 2m

(m-1)!

a. ..-'•!"'!'I»c>

,•-1 _
(2 .8)

where

Lim(m,v2,n2) s lim (2 .9)

m,v2 + m

(v2/m)-a2

As advertised, the new sum rules11 contain a Gaussian factor that

certainly will improve the convergence.

A similar procedure applied to Eq. (2 .7) leads to

(m-D! 9(v2)

9m-l
i ___ (»/4v) [F(iv)-F(-iv)l (2 .10)
9(v 2)" X l J*
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III - GSR FOR THE DIELECTRIC PERMEABILITY OF AN INSULATOR

Let us consider the case of an insulating isotropic or

n whose c

mately described by

cubic medium whose dielectric permeability function can be approxi-
.12

(3 .1)

where ttg is the frequency for the transition from the ground state

to the state l, y. is the (line) width of that transition, <•>
* P

is the plasma frequency, and the oscillator strengths f obey the

Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule

t f, - 1. O .2)

For imaginary frequencies, the dielectric permeability is, as it

should be, purely real

e(lv) - 1 + »* E ft[«*?*v
2+Y ] ~

P § * *

We are now in a position to complete the calculation of

the sum rules (2.8) and (2.10) for the case in which F(iv) «e(iv)-l

For Eq. (2.10) we need the combination

(t/4v)[e(iv)-e(-iv)] « -i* wp E ^JL^2^2-^2]"1' <3 -

For the purpose of taking multiple derivatives with respect to

it is convenient to rewrite the right hand side of Eq. (3 .4) as
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(3 .5)

It is simple now to complete the calculation of Eq. (2 .10) for this

case and we obtain the sum rule

Ree U)-l]

A r % * " « t i n

where we have assumed that the shifted frequencies are non-negative,

i.e., w2 I ^ 2 .

Taking the frequency ft high enough so that

i 1/ i

for all wt and Y^, Eq. (3 .6) simplifies to

Í d« e -
( « 2 / ° 2 ) rRee(w)-l] = - ^SLI > 0, (3 .8)

o

where we have introduced the "average width"

Y a E f.Y#. (3 .9)

A slightly different form for Eq. (3 .8) is

1 /, a- i(m»2T"/O2). (3.10)
2 2 p
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An infinite set of sum rules can be obtained by taking

succesive derivatives of Eq. (3.6) with respect to K~\ The first

derivative and the assumption that Eq. (3.7) holds, leads to

j do u.2e"(l"2/n2) [Ree U)-l] = ̂ £ 7 , (3.11)

while the second derivative yields

dw a." e"(w ̂ ° 2 > [Rec(u)-l] - ir«2 E f ,Y, U 2 - Y 2 ) • (3.12)

O

A y independent sun rule can also be obtained from a

combination of Egs. (3.8) and (3.11), namely

d* ( l ^ e - ^ 2 * [Rec(M,-l] = 0
O2

 l J

0

From Bq.(2.8), with F(iv)=e(iv)-l, we can obtain sum

rules for Imc(v). These sun rules depend on the combination

iir[e(iv)+e(-iv)-2] » i»»2 I—i—i (3.14)

When written in a form analogous to Eq.(3 .5) , the multiple deriva-

t i v e s and the Uni t ing procedure can be readily performed leading

to

\ \ .-«- ^

f ViT*! l t i \ Í A
{cos i—LJL5 + i X - sin l % 4 t V , (3.15)

which/when the relations (3.7) hold, reduces to
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(3.16)
j
o

with

<Y2> = I t% y\ , <w2> 5 I t% a.
2. (3.17)

The derivative with respect to n*2 of either Eq.(3.15)

or Eq.(3.16) yields

f -3e-<«
2/Oz) IncMãu , i*«,2C<«2> - <Y 2>), (3.18)

0

which can be combined with Eq.(3.16) to give

)
a2

lme(o))du. = |WÜ.2 (3.19)
p

IV - GSR FOR THE REFRACTIVE INDEX

For an isotropic nonmagnetic medium, the complex

refractive index is N**/F. Even when the medium is also insulating

and e has the simple form of Eq.O.l), N has cuts in the lower

half of the complex frequency plane. This fact prevented us from

deriving GSR for N. Thus, the GSR for N that we will write down

below are nothing more than proposals that we think are reasonable.

For u)-<— Eg. (3.1) gives

«4 , «2

(») • 1 - -*• , N = n+iK « /e + 1 - * -*,
2 2 2

* -*, (4.1)
2 2a.2

where n is the (real) index of refraction and < the extinction

coefficient. It is well known that the asymptotic behavior of
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Eq. (4.1) leads to the sum rules

ti>Inc(u)d<u = inui2 , (4.2)

J 2 P

o
and

-ir«2. (4.3)

4 P

He then advance the conjecture that corresponding to Eq.(3.16) we

might have

f" -(ü.Z/Q2) 1 2 L <Y2> - < h )2 > ]
I diu e ws (u>) - —*ac [! + —• j ,. . (4 .4 )

a2

while corresponding to Eq.(3.19), the sum rule for e(u) might be

[ d»( 1 + *2. ) e"
U<!/02) ««(a.) = jir«2. (4.5)

J O 2 p

o
Also, inspired in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.13) we propose

d. .-'"W [nU,-!]^-^!, (4.6)
1 J 4Q 2

o

do. ( 1 + — ) e " ^ / " 2 ' fn(«)-l] - 0. (4.7)
n 2 l J

V - GSR FOR THE DIELECTRIC PERMEABILITY OF A CONDUCTOR

In the case of a conducting isotropic or cubic medium

we have to add to Eq.(3.1) the free electron (intraband) contribu-

tion giving a dielectric permeability function
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u>2 f.
ES

where now, u> . is the plasma frequency associated with bound elec-

trons while u is the plasma frequency of conduction electrons and

Y =1/T the inverse of their relaxation time,c c

Due to the pole at u»=0 in the intraband term we cannot

directly write dispersion relations for e. The usual procedure is

to work instead with the non-conducting part

£ (m) = eU) + E£— , (5.2)

which has the analyticity properties of the e of an insulator.

Thus, in the present case we have to take as the function F in

section II, F(iv) * enç(iv) - 1.

Then, Eq.(2.7) in the present case reads

r" ÍRe enf,U)-l] , -

j 2
 nc do,- (ir/4v) l*nc(i»)-«nc(-iv)]. (5.4)

o

The derivation leading to Eq.(3.6) can be repeated

with the following differences: Firstly, in the second line u2 has

to be replaced by w2.. Then, instead of the first line of Eq.(3.6)

we now have

[M, M(.)-I] - { '

. Y*

Putting everyting together we get, for a conducting medium, the

sum rule
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< u > + Y ) / «
I du e c (ReeU)-lj = 2™ [erf (>c/n) -lj

<5-61
V

where

( 5 ' 7 }

is the dc conductivity and the erf denotes the error function

iz -t2
erf(z) = (2//7) e c dt. (5.8)

Jo

When c o n d i t i o n s ( 3 . 7 ) and i J 2 » y 2 a r e s a t i s f i e d , E g . ( 5 . 6 )

simplifies to

du
o

(5.9)

A sun rule free from 7 can be obtained by taking the derivative of

Eq.(5.6) and combining the result with Eq.(5.9),

f du, e-(u)2/°2)(l • SÍ)[uM(«)-ll » -2M(l-ÍIfi]* Ct(J}-
3). (5.10)

J a2 J '
0

It would be interesting to plot the left hand side of this equation

as a function of a" for a given material. The tangent to the

curve at small Sl~ should cross the Si" axis at 0* 2 Y C / " .

Turning our attention to Ime U) we notice that for a
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conducting medium Eq.(2.6) leads to

nc - d*. = -n [ e
n c

( i v ) + e
n c

(- i v>- 2]- (5.11)
»* + v2

Taking the multiple derivatives followed by the limiting process

of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) we now obtain, instead of Eq.(3.15),

ime(w)dü. = inuiL2 pc
Y ) /
c a ime(w)dü. = iinuiL [l-erf(Y

2 ** I

icos l "* 4 t + \ —^ rj- sin - ^ 5_i 1 (5.12)
1 a2 (£I)2-Y2) 'z a2 J

For a fl high enough to satisfy relations (3.7) and Q2>> y2, üq.

(5.12) is,approximately,

{<t
2>

where o< is the plasma frequency for all the electrons (bound +

conduction) given by

P " u Pc
 + w

P

Again, it is straitforward to obtain, by taking the derivative with

respect to SC1 and adding the result to Eq.(5.13), a 7 independent
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SUIQ rule

« ( I * — ) e '

o

A plot of the left hand side as function of P.~ should give a

straight line for small a . This line should cut the a~ axis at

VI - GSR FOR THE ENERGY LOSS FUNCTION

Let us dipcass now the dielectric response (or energy

loss) function e~ r^k) for a medium in which the formula

^ . k ) - 1 + 4 * 2 Í £ |(Pfc), I 2f i
hk 2 4 K lo *• (»-«• ++ i« u+ui + ii

to lo

(6.1)

as given for instance in Pines book , approximately holds. (pk),

is the matrix element of the Hermitian conjugate of the Fourier

transform of the local density operator that satisfies the Thomas-

Re iche-Kuhn sum rule

^ T 5 w i 0 l í pí }to | 2 = N' (6'2)
n k 2 t to k io

where N is the number of electrons per unit volume, it is then

convenient to introduce the oscillator strengths given by

i6-3)

It is alao sensible to introduce finite widths for each transition
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by the replacement S-* 5>i0
 in each of the terms. With these modi-

fications Eq.(6.1) can be rewritten as

Our purpose in the present paper is to derive Gaussian

sum rules for function for which the form of the dispersion law is

approximately known. We regard the discussion of problems like

the simultaneous validity of a formula like (3.1) for e and a

formula (6.4) for e , as laying outside the scope of this paper.

In section III we derived GSR for £ of a medium where Eq.(3.1)

approximately holds. In the remainder of this section let us just

list the various GSR for e~ of a medium where Eq.(6.4] is valid.

These are:

,2

(6.5)
2fj2

ÍE(f.) vt 1.
I

d*(l + £ ) e"(w2/il2) [Re ("'(«^-ll - 0 , (6.6)

e-(»
2/o2)

1 (6.7)
o

. (6.8)

[.
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VII - GSR FOR THE ROTATORY POWER

Let us consider a macroscopically isotropic substance

that shows natural optical activity. Such a substance will have

two comples refractive indices ; N+ for right circularly polarized

light and N_ for left polarization with

N+ (<u) = n+ (u) + i r+ (w) , (7.1)

where n (u) are the (real) indices of refraction and e + (w) the ex-

tinction coefficients.

Linearly polarized light incident on the substance

becomes elliptically polarized with an ellipticity given by

p(u) = U/2c) [K+(«)-*_(«)]. (7.2)

The main axis of the ellipse also rotates, per unit path length,

an angle

4<u) = U/2c)[n+U)-n_U)], (7.3)

known as the (real) rotatory power. The complex rotatory power is

defined by

+ ipt») «= (W/2C)[N+(»)-N_(*,)], (7.4)

and contains all the information regarding the natural optical

activity of the substance.

The theoretical expression generally used for the rotatory

power is the classic Rosenfeld-Condon formula, first derived by
17 8

Rosenfeld long time ago and later generalized by Condon . This



formula could describe fairly well the behavior of * in the medium

18
frequency range where most experiments are performed . However,

as it was recently pointed out, the asymptotic behavior of the

6 9
Rosenfeld-Condon formula is not satisfactory ' .

In the framework of the KubO formalism for the

19
conductivity , a new dispersion law for the rotatory power, namely

(7.5)
3Rc i m\ -U+iY. /2)

q

was recently obtained . n is the number of active molecules per

unit volume, u>. the frequencies for the transitions 0-*t while y.
10 CO

are their widths, and the rotational strengths are given by

<Ojp|£><ilm|0>l* -R ,,

where p is the electric dipole moment of the active molecules while

m is the magnetic moment. It is eas

strengths satisfy the Kuhn sum rule

m is the magnetic moment. It is easy to show that the rotational

.20

I R, = 0 . (7.6)

o

Eq.(7.5) shows, unlike the Roser.feld-Condon formula ,

an asymptotic behavior consistent with the asymptotic behavior of
a

the free electron gas . Based on Eq.(7.5) we will derive GSR for

4 and p. For that, we can take as the function F(w) in section ,

F(<D) = #(w)/u) and go through all the derivation of the sum rules.

Or, more simply, notice that a comparison between Eq.(7.5) and (3.1)

suggests the following translation dictionary between the para-

meters for e in section III and the parameters for •:
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(£-1)

-i
• /ID =(0/4»)fic/u)í • /« = (0

(7.7)

(16wn)/(3fic)

The translation of the formulae in section i n yields

dw e
8n2r,

R ,
i0

(7.8)

4 t 0 l0 i0

(7.11)

- - ( ( i ) 2 / f l 2 ) 2 / i 8ir2n _ _ . 2 3 2 \ in ^1\
din e wzp (w) = L í o». R. (u j -—Y ) , (7 .13)

nz
(7.14)

All these expressions, (7.8) to (7.14), are valid when Q2>>y, u.
to lo
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VIII -• CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is hoped that the Gaussian sum rules for the various

optical functions presented in this paper might prove useful in

analysing experimente» 1 data. We base our hope in the fact that

the GSR are more general than the usual (hilbert) kind of sum rules.

While reducing to the usual type in the Q** limit, for finite but

large a, the GSR contain an adjustable Gaussian factor providing

a much welcomed Improvement in convergence. A related bonus, is the

flexibility afforded by the appearance of the n parameter which

makes it -possible to plot the sum rules as a function of a~

yielding more information on the system being studied.

The saturation of Gaussian sum rules using published

experimental data with the kind of analysis described above is,

at present, being considered.
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